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To all ‘2071,0727, it may concern:
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a frontjelevation of the table and

associated parts shown in‘ Flg. 8,. '

it known‘ that l, Virus :1. Bonus, a
The machine equipped‘for operating a‘
citizen of the lUnited States, residing at tile is illustrated in Figs. 1 to 7, inclusive,
Minneapolis, in the county of Hennepin and and this arrangement will ?rst be described.
State of Minnesota, have invented certain
rill of the parts of the machine are sup
new and useful Improvements in Automatic ported directly or indirectly from the bed
Filing h’h‘achines; and I do hereby declare frame 10,-which, as shown,‘ is a cast struc
the following to be a full, clear, and exact ture.
On its fiat upper surface, this bed 10
description of the invention, such as will is provided with longitudinally extended
enable others skilled in the art to which it
api1 iertains to make and use the same.

laterally spaced dove-tail guides 11, in which
the dove-tailed base 12 of a bearing head 13

Primarily, my invention has for its object ‘is mounted to slide. To provide for close
to pn‘ivide an improved automatic ?ling ma adjustment and to compensate for wear, one
chine. but the machine is'capable of more of the guides 11-is provided withyset screws 70
general use for manipulating various diifer 14 that work against a gib 15 placed between
ent kinds of tools, such as used in making said guide and the. adjacent side of the dove
dies and various other metallic articles and tailed base 12 ofjthe bearing head 18. This
which require the use of a ?le or metal-cut~ hearing head 18 is thus mounted for sliding
ting tool, or for operating tools for cutting forward and rearward movements.
key-ways or for doing such work as may be
The upper portion of the bearing head 13
done on small‘ shapcrs or similar machines.
is
bifurcated, and, in the upper portion
This improved machine involves various thereof, is .jo'urnaled a driving shaft 16 that
other novel features in its construction and is held against axial movements and, hence,
in the manner of its operations and adjust is movable forwardly and rearwardly with 80
ments, which especially adapt it foruse in said head. in the rear end of the driving

cionomically doing high grade metallic die

work. and the description thereof, as espe
cially designed for such work and the man

shaft 16 is a loose pulley 1'7 and a ?xed
pulley ‘L9. over which will run a power

driven belt, not shown. Secured to the in
termediate portion of the shaft 16 is a face. 85
iiciently sup (",stive to enable those skilled in cam 19, approximately one~half of the cam
the art to use the same for various other actingz; surfaceof which is in a plane that is
pin-poses.
slightly offset axially from the other'half

ner of its use for such purposes, will be suf

in the act-.on'nganying ‘drawings, which thereof. (see Figs. 1 and 2). This cam
illustrate the invention, like characters indi acting face of. the cam 19 runs against a 90
cate like parts throughout the several views. roller or smallv anti-friction wheel 20 jour
'ilei’erring to thedrawings:
' naled to the upper end of a post or bracket
E11,; 1 is a plan view of the complete 21 that is rigidly secured or anchored to
machine:
the bed 10.

Fig. ‘2/ is a side elevation of the machine,
liigidly secured to the upper front portion 95
with some parts broken away and with some of the bearing head 13, and preferably cast
parts sectioned;

,

integral therewith, is an annular bearing

Fig. 3 is a front elevation of the machine; ?ange 22, against which is seated, for oscil
Fig. 4: is a transverse section taken on the latory adjustments around the axis of the

line #lwll- of‘ifig. 2, some parts being broken sluift 16. the (.aorrespondingly formed annu
away:
lar portion 23 of a cast crank housing 24,
Fig 5 is a perspective showing a. tool whichfon its front portion, is provided with
holding arm designed to‘hold a ?le at one

end only;

100

normally upright laterally spaced dove-tail

?anges ‘25. The dove-tailed portion of a
'ertically movable slide '26 is mounted to 105
move
in the dove-tailed channel formed be
50 of Fig. F ;
Fig. 7 is section taken on the line 7———7 tween the dove-tail guide ?anges 25; and to
of Fig. 5;
provide for close ?t and to compensate for
Fig‘. 8 is a fragmentary side elevation wear, a ,Q'ib 27 is placed between one of said
illustrating a modi?ed ‘form of table and flanges 25 and the adjacent side of the slide 110
'toohholding arm; and
Fig. (3 is a section taken on the line 6——6

’

'2
26, and said gib 27
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made adjust-able by

means of set-screws 28 applied to the noted made up of the housing 24 and guides 25.

To rigidly secure said housing and guides in

' flange 25.

different adjustments, I preferably provide
Secured to the'front end of the driving machine
screws 46, that work in segmental

shaft 16 and. working within the housing

24, is a disk-like crank 29 provided with a slots 47 in the annular ?ange 22 and are 70

10

crank pin 30. The crank pin 30 is adjust~
able radially toward and from the axis or" the
shaft 16, and as shown, this is accomplished
by providing said crank pin with a head that
works in a T-shaped radial slot 31 of the

"screw-threaded into the annularpgrtion 23
of the housing 24.
.7
The slide 26 carries one or more tool hold~

ers adapted to hold

?le or other tool,'and,

as shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, the tool holder
comprises
upper and lower arms adapted to
disk-like crank 29 and by providing said
a ?le at upper and lower. ends. To
crank pin with a bushing 32 and a nut 33, support
hold these upper and lower so~called tool
15

7-5

(see Fig. '2).

supporting arms, the slide
is preferably
The front plate of the housing 24 is cut formed
with
a
longitudinal
dove-tail
chan
away at the back of the slide 26, and to per

80

mit the nut 33 to be reached from the front nel 26“. The upper arm 48 and the lower
of the machine, by a socket wrench or the arm49 are both provided withdove-tailed
base ends ‘that work slidably within’ the
like, said slide 26is provided with a large channel
263 and are adapted to be held in‘
20 hole 34.

25

30

different vertical adjustments in respect to
The slide 26, on its back, is provided with each
other and in respect to the slide, by
a projecting wrist pin 35 that works through means-of
one or more set screws 50 and one
the opening in the front plate of the. hous
or more set screws 51 that work with
ing 24 and projects into said housing. A threaded
engagement through one of the
pitman or connecting rod 36 connects the guide flanges
25.
'
crank pin 30, of the crank 29 to the wrist
'lnFigs.
2
and
3,
an
ordinary
?at ?le Y
pin 35 of the slide 26, so that the latter Will
is
shown
as
provided
with
a
customary‘
is reciprocated under rotation of said disk.
As shown, the crank rod 36 is provided, at wooden handle Y1, and, for clamping the

its upper end, with an open oil cup 37 that handle of the file, the tool-supporting arm 48
underlies and is adapted to receive from an is shown as provided with an outer end .

that is split to form curved clamping jaws
oil cup 38 applied to the top ol? the housing 48a
that are adapted to be clamped onto the
?le
Y1 by a nut-equipped bolt .52.
The sliding bearing head 13 is yieldingly For handle
clamping
the ?at lower end of the ?le,
l'orced rearward so that the cam’ 19 will be
the lower toolsuprmrting arm 49 is pro
pressedagainst the roller 20; and, as shown, vided
with a head 53 formed with an elon
this is accomplished by a coiled tension
spring
that is anchored to a lug 40 on gated slot through which, the lower end of
24, as best shown in Fig. 2.

35

40

'45

50

the under portion of the bed 10 and is con
nected to a short arm 41 rigidly secured to

1.05

110
shown a stop-acting cam 42 that is secured
to the inner end of an oscillatory shaft 43 justments oi" the head 53, the ?le can be set
mounted in a suitable bearing 44 on the rear so that its operative face will be in or sub
portion of the bed 10 and provided at its stantially in a. vertical'plane, regardless of
whether said ?le has parallel or slightly
outer end with a vhand. piece 45 by means of converging
sides.
‘

which said shaft and cam may be rotated or

60

the ?le is passed. ~The head 53 has a set

screw 54, (see particularly Fig. 2), by means

of which it may be rigidly secured to the
and depending from the lower frontportion arm
49 ‘with freedom for sliding or axial ad!
of said bearing head.
justments
thereon. Another set screw 55,
tiornetimes it will be desirable to set the
head 13 so that it will not be given axial applied through the outer end of ‘said head,
serves to rigidly clamp the lower end. of the
movements, and to accomplish this, I have ?le
to said head. Obviously, by axial ad

oscillated. When the cam 42is in the posi
tion shown in Fig. 2, the cam 19, when ro
55

[.00

tated, will automatically move the bearing
head 13 and parts carried thereby in for
ward and‘ rearward direction or axially of
the shaft, but when said cam is turned 180
degrees, it will engage the base of the head
13 and hold the same, against the tension
of the spring 39, in a permanent position
with the cam 19 running without engage
ment with the roller20.
The slide 26 is adapted to be set to re

ciprocate vertically or obliquely, by oscilla

The ?le, held as above described and op

erated

above indicated, will work through

a central tool passage 56 formed in a work
table 57. This work table has a novel rela~

tion to various other parts, as will herein
after more fully appear, but this time, at
tention is called to the fact that when said

120

table is horizontal, as shown in the drawings,
its upper surface will be in a horizontal

plane in which also lies the axis of the
driving shaft 16.‘ Also note that the axis of '
said shaft 16 is in a vertical plane that in
tersects the ?le Y and the ?le passage 56

tory adjustments of its support and guide centrally. In the preferred arrangement

also, the axis on which' the slide support and 130
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guide is adjustable is coincident withthe ing segments and’ with the central line of
axis of said driving shaft 16. The im
portance of these relations will presently ap
pear.

the ?le, does not change'its position in re

spect to the face of the table and in re

spect to the center of the ?le passage 56,

As already noted, the slide guide and sup

but, to provide clearance for the ?le under

The table 57, however, is mounted for oscil

a direction from one side to the other of

70

port is mounted for rotative or oscillatory the di?'erent adjustments just noted, the
adjustments in a plane that is at a right ?le passage 56 should be made downwardly
direction or in
angle to the axis of the driving shaft 16. ?aring also in a transve

latory adjustments in a vertical plane that the table.
In making dies and various other devices,
includes or that is parallel to the axis of
said driving shaft. Preferably, this noted more or less ‘tapered angular holes must be
adjustment of the table is provided as fol» frequently made and such holes must
lows:

15

20

'

usually be made ?aring or beveled on all

,80
At the sides. said table 57 is provided with sides.
rigidly secured laterally spaced depending Obviously, adjustments of the table o?
bearing segments 58 that are seated on cor— provides means for beveling or flaring the
angular hole in a front to rear direction
respondingly
of a table-supporting
formed segmental
vbracket 60
flanges
that is and adjustments of the housing 24- and slide
bolted or otherwise rigidly anchored on guide 25 provide means for bcveling or 85
14

the bed 10.

For adjustably but rigidly se

flaring the hole in a transverse direction.v

curing the table 57' either horizontal or said directions being stated in r spect to

tilted in either direction, nut-equipped bolts the table on which the die or other object.
not shown, willbe rigidly secured while the

.61 are provided. These bolts work through
25 the brackets 60 and are provided with
tapered heads 62 that work in dove-tailed
segmental slots 63 formed in the segmental

hole therein is being ?led ‘and tape 'ed as 90
stated. Obviously7 when both the file and
the table are obliquely set, one corner of the

?le will be arranged to ?le completely into

bearing
Here it?anges
may be59,noted
(see that
Figs.the
Qand
contacting the corner of a rectangular hole that is
30

35
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segmental surfaces of the elements 58 and beveled on all sides, that is. made flaring- in
59 are on the arc of a circle whose axis‘ all directions.
The ?le-operating operation is probably
transversely intersects the common axis of
the driving shaft 16 and the adjustable obvious, but may be briefly stated as follows:
‘he work must, of course, be properlyv
housing 24 at a right angle and intersects
a point on said projected axis, that is, at held on the table and properly positioned
the center of the tool passage
and which in re pect to the ?le. lVhen LllGAl’llG is moved
intersected point is in the plane of the upper downward, it will move on a true straight
surface of the table 57. Also, it will be ob line and, at the limit of its downward move
served that the above noted intersected point ment, the cam 19 will offset the ?le so that.
is at the center of the cross section of the under its return or upward movement, it
positioned
will be moved
to receive
clear the
of the
?ling
surface
action that
under
Very important functions result from the
the
downward
movement
of
the
?le.
Thus.
above noted relative arrangement of parts,
wearing of the ?le by a back dragging 22.€‘—
and which may be stated as follows:
When the table 57 is adjusted from hori tion will be prevented and the proper ?ling
zontal to oblique positions in either direc“ action will be produced.
Inasmuch as the housing 24 and the slide
tion, the above noted intersected point, in
the plane of the upper surface of the table, guide are adjustable on an axis that is co
does not move in respect to the ?le or other incident with the axis of the driving shaft 16
tool and the tool or ?le passage 56, at its and of the crank disk 29, adjustments of

100
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upper portion, does not move forwardly or said housing'and slide guide, to position the

rearwardly in respect to the ?le, but the
lower portion of said tool passage does
swing slightly forward or rearwardly so
that. to obtain the smallest possible too]

?le for different
not at all change
Nevertheless, as
movement of the

lines of movement, does
the stroke of the crank.
already indicated, the
?le or ‘the length of the

passa c. said passage must he made down

reciprocation thereof can. be varied by ra

wardly flaring thereby to clear the ?le in dial adjustments of the crank pin 80. The
variable throw adjustment of the crank pin,
all adjustments of the table.
lVhen the housing 24: and slide guide 25 however, is import-ant loranother use, which

125
are oscillated around the axis of the shaft will now be described.
For ?ling pockets or depressions in dies
16. to thereby set the file to work in an
oblique position in either direction from ‘or the like,where the ?le or tool can not be

a. vertical position, the point of intersection, passed completely through the die, it is nec

of the common axis of said shaft and of said essary to support the ?le from one end or

65

housing, with the axis of the table-support

portion only, and for doing this, I prefer 130
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ride a ?le-supporting
7

64:, such forward and rearward direction under the

rated in Figs. 5, 6 and 7. This arm action of a screw-rod 74:, that is swiveled

is like the arm
in that it is provided in a bearing '75 on the table 57a and is engage—
with a dove-tailed base for engagement v ith able‘ with a depending lug 76 of the top

the dove-tailed slide 26, but, at its outer end, section 72. The top section 73 is movable

it has a rectangular head
through which
the ?at body portion of the ?le Y is passed.
one side, the head of; is provided with
4' screw
and, its opposite side, with
‘

l

mall, ~

= . screws 67.

,

cail'vspacec ‘ y

In its front

is provided with verti
0

The set screws 68

are adapted
a roui'nled o;
3
termed on the ‘lack

?atwisc against
"ing surface 69
.i or”. the vertical pas

sage through the head

in a direction transversely of the table or‘at
a. right angle to the screw-rod 74: and has
dove-tailedv engagement with the top sec
ti n 72. The adjustment'ot the top sec‘
tion 73, in respect to ‘the section 72, is ac
complished by a screw-rod 77 that is swiv
eled in a sleeve ’?8 on the top section 72
and engages a depenoing lug 79 of said top
section
In this arrangement, the die or
other worlr isarranged to be secured on

75

80

and the two set the face of the extreme top section 73 in the
screws {37 are adapted to cl mp one edge 0% customary way or by any suitable means.
the ?le against the opposi
set screw .66.
The modi?ed arrangement of the‘ table‘
’l‘hus.,
in the head
always in its normal 7 and tool-supporting arm illustrated in Figs.
position, the ?le, regardless oi? its exact 8 and 9, adapts the machine for use an 85
term, can be properly set iori ardly7 rear~ upright shaper and will be found especially

wardly and laterally and, hence, rigidly se~ useful in making dies‘an'd' doing like work.

cured to
head and arm and set for the‘
The et?ciency of the machine above de~
proper ?ling action with one end projecting, scribed has been demonstrated in practice.
so that it will properly enter the pocket to be
lWhat 1 claim is :T
'
90
iilcu
the die or other object. ‘)t course 7
l. A machine of the lcind described hav
the arm Gill, like the arm 48, may be set in ing a table and a tool carrying slide guide,
I’

1.

.

an v desi ‘ad vertical position on the recipro each mounted for angular adjustment on an
slide. llloreover, aid arm can be set axis which axes if pix-ejected intersect, the
either at the upper or lower end of the slide, said table having a tool passage at the \point
so that it will operate downwardly from of intersection of 5‘ id axes, and a recipro
above the table or upwardly from below the cating slide movable on said slide guide and,
table. in us my the ?le supported at one carrying means for moving a tool through
end or at one place, or ?ling pockets or the passage of said table at the'point of in-'
I 1
the like, as above eta ,L e' 9

95

terseetion of said axes.

100

'
arable
to change the l ength or the stroke
Q. The construction de?ned in claim 1, in
not the lilo, and this, as is evident, can be which the axes on which said slide guide and

readily done by adjusting the‘cranl: pin 30

table are adjustable are in a horizontal

1'. ii
'
41h
11, (.10
To]:x 99
llelildiry
III
c it. (Ara-111i
.A .

plane.

~

'

V

in practice, it will often be desirable to
S. The construction‘de?ned in claim 1 in
enijjiloy several ?le or tool-holding arms for further combination with a power-driven
interchangcaldc use. and the advantage of crank having connections for reciprocating.
this is that an arm, with a ?le or tool prop!

105

said slide in the di?ferent angular adjust-

erly set, can be quickly removed and an— ments of said slide guide.
7
other arm, with a ?le or tool properly but
4i. The construction. de?ned in claim 2 in
differently set, can be temporarily used to further combination with a power driven
do a certain kind of work7 and then the first crank having a connection for reciprocating
used. arm, with the ?le or tool still properly said slide in the cli?’erent angular» adjust

110

thereon, can be reapplied and again used, ments of said slide guide.
thus saving very considerable time that
5. The construction defined in claim 1 in
wouhl be otherwise required to reset the :turther combination with means tor mov
?les or tools for a particular purpose.
ing said slide and tool laterally to retract
The arrangement illustrated in Figs. 8 the latter from its worl-c under one direction
~
and is substantially as already described, of movement.
(-xwept that the table is oi? modi?ed construc
6. The construction de?ned in claim Al in
tion ‘id that a shapei- tool 'ZO de?achably further combination. with means tor moving
seem. . to
tool-carrying arm 71 that is said slide and tool laterally to retract the

115

adapted to be secured to the slide 26 in the latter from its work under one direction of
same manner as the arms l8 and 64;.
60

The

table 57% in its lower POI’tlOIl, is like the

table 57, but it is provided with a slidably

adjustable supplemental top section 72 and
65

a second supplemental top section 73. The
top section T2 has dove-tailed engigcmcnt
with, the table 57'”1 and is adjustable in a

movement.

‘

~

7. The construction de?ned in claim 1 125
in which the pointlo'f intersection oi’? said
axes is in the plane of the top of said table.
8. The construction de?ned in claim 1 in
which the axes on which said. slide guide and
table are adjustable are in a horizontal plane 130

5.
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and their point of intersection is in the plane the combination with a base, of spring-re
tracted bearing head mounted for slight slid
of the top of said table.

9. In a machine of the kind described, the ing movements on said base, a power driven

combination with a rotary shaft equipped shaft j ournaled in and movable axially with
Oi With a crank and having a face cam with

said head bearing, a crank on one end of 55

offset portions, a roller mounted on the fixed said shaft, a slide guide supported by and
support and cngageable with the face {am movable with said bearing head, ‘a tool-car
of said shaft to impart slight axial move rying slide movable in said slide guide, a con
ments thereto, a slide
de, a tool-carrying necting red for recipro'yating said slide from 60
slide movable in said guide, a connecting said crank, a face cam carried by said shaft

having offset portions, a roller support
rod for reciprocating said slide from said and
fixed
on said base, a roller on said roller
crank, a work table, and means for rotating

said shaft.

support operative on said face cam to im

1

10. In a machine of the kind described,
the combination with a base, of a spring

retracted bearing head mounted for slight

part slight sliding movements to said bear
ing head and parts mounted thereon, said
slide guide being mounted for oscillatory
adjustments around the axis of said shaft,

65

sliding movements on said base, a power and a work table mounted for oscillatory ad
driven
ally with
shaft
saidjournaled
head bearing,
in anda movable
crank on one justments to set the same either horizontal
inclined. ‘
end of saidshaft, a slide guide supported or 13.
In a machine of the kind described,
by and movable with said bearing head, a the combination
with a work table, of a slide
tool-carrying slide movable in said slide
guide
equipped
with
a tool holder for co-op
guide, a connecting rod for reciprocating eration. with said table,
means for recipro
said slide from said crank, a face cam car
cating
said
slide
to
operate
the tool, means
ried by said shaft and having offset portions, for moving said slide laterally
to throw the
a roller support fixed on ‘said base, and a

roller on said roller support operative on tool into action under one movement and
of action under its other movement, and
said face cam to impart slight sliding move out
a
stop
for interrupting said lateral move
ments to said bearing head and parts mount
ed thereon.

35

'

ment of said slide.

7

70

75

80

14- In a machine of the kind described,

11. In a machine of the kind described, the
combination with a base, of a spring-re the combination with a work table, of a
cranlcequipped shaft, a slide ‘guide, a con
tracted bearing head mounted for slight slid necting
rod for reciprocating said slide on
ing movements on said base, a power driven said crank
shaft, a tool-holding device on 85

shaft journaled in and movable axially with said slide, a bearing for said shaft having
said head bearing, a crank on one end of
a slight movement longitudinally of said
said shaft, a slide guide supported by and shaft
to move the tool into operative posi
movable with said bearing head, a tool-car tion under one movement and into an in
rying slide movable in said slide guide, a

40

position under its other movement,
connecting rod for reciprocating said slide operative
from said crank, a face cam carried by said a cam on said shaft, an abutment co-operat

shaft and having offset portions, a roller ing with said cam to move said shaft bear
support ?xed on said base, a roller on said ing and parts carried thereby longitudinally
roller support operative on said face cam of said shaft, and a stop device for holding
to impart slight sliding movements to said said shaft bearing in a position in which the

bearing head and parts mounted thereon, cam of said shaft is thrown out of action
said slide guide being mounted for oscilla
tory adjustments around the axis of said
shaft, and a work table.

50

12. In‘a machine of the kind described,

on its co-operating abutment.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature.

VITUS A. BOKER.
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